Two dimensional hard x-ray nanofocusing with crossed multilayer Laue lenses
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Abstract: Hard x-ray microscopy with nanometer resolution will open frontiers in the study of materials and devices, environmental sciences, and life sciences by utilizing the unique characterization capabilities of x-rays. Here we report two-dimensional nanofocusing by multilayer Laue lenses (MLLs), a type of diffractive optics that is in principle capable of focusing x-rays to 1 nm. We demonstrate focusing to a 25 × 27 nm² FWHM spot with an efficiency of 2% at a photon energy of 12 keV, and to a 25 × 40 nm² FWHM spot with an efficiency of 17% at a photon energy of 19.5 keV.
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OCIS codes: (050.1970) Diffractive optics; (180.7460) X-ray microscopy.
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1. Introduction

X-ray microscopy is complementary to other types of microscopy. Because of their weak interaction with matter, x-rays can penetrate into materials, allowing the study of buried interfaces and internal sample structures without invasive sample preparation. X-rays are insensitive to electric and magnetic fields and allow measurements in ambient environment or gases. This makes them uniquely suitable for in situ studies. They further provide a very high elemental sensitivity to trace elements, as well as a high accuracy in quantifying elemental and structural properties of matter. It has been difficult to date to achieve efficient focusing of hard x-rays to spots of 50 nm or below. To improve the spatial resolution significant effort has been invested in the last decade into advancing the state-of-the-art of x-ray optics. Optics such as mirrors [1], zone plates [2] and refractive lenses [3] are now capable of focusing hard x-rays to well below 100 nm. Fresnel zone plates have shown the highest two-dimensional (2D) spatial resolution of below 15 × 15 nm² in the soft x-ray range [4, 5] and refractive optics have achieved ~50 × 50 nm² in 2D [3]. Development of reflective optics has shown remarkable progress, resulting recently in a one-dimensional line focus of 7 nm obtained by a multilayer Kirkpatrick–Baez (K-B) mirror at a one kilometer long beamline [6]. 2D nanofocusing of 30 × 50 nm² by K-B mirrors has also been reported [7].

We have pursued the development of multilayer Laue lenses (MLLs) as a path to focusing of x-rays to a few nanometers [8, 9]. MLLs are diffractive optics that can focus x-rays to 1 nm at very high focusing efficiency [10] even when the MLL is imperfect [11]. They are used in transmission (Laue) geometry and are therefore less sensitive to angular misalignment and surface figure errors than reflective optics. MLLs are fabricated by sputter deposition followed by sectioning and thinning [12]. This approach provides high aspect ratios of 10³:1 to 10⁴:1 required for efficient nanometer focusing. Using a single MLL, we have demonstrated focusing of hard x-rays with into a 16 nm wide line with an efficiency of 31% [13]. We report here nanoscale 2D imaging with 25 × 27 nm² resolution at a photon energy of 12 keV, and with 25 × 40 nm² resolution at 19.5 keV obtained by using two MLLs placed in a crossed geometry [14, 15].
2. Focusing property of MLL optics

It is important to understand the complex wavefield after a pair of MLLs, in particular the intensity distribution on their common focal plane and in the far-field, where it can be captured by area detectors. Like other diffractive optics, an MLL can diffract incident x-rays into multiple diffraction orders and correspondingly into different foci for these orders. The diffracted wavefield then consists of cylindrical waves converging to (or diverging from) different foci, with the intensity in each order depending on the details of the diffraction geometry (see Fig. 1(a)). Two MLLs assembled in a crossed geometry have a wavefield that consist of a superposition of the wavefronts. If we denote the cylindrical waves emitting from the first MLL as 0, ± 1, ± 2, …, corresponding to different diffraction orders, waves diffracted by two consecutive MLLs can be denoted by indices (i,j), where the i is the index for the horizontally focusing MLL and j is the index for the vertically focusing MLL. So, for example, the (0, 0) wave is for the direct transmitted beam, and (−1, −1) is for the wave diffracted into a two-dimensional focus by diffraction by two consecutive MLL sections, (−1, 0) is for the wave forming a vertically focused line, and (0, −1) is for the wave forming a horizontally focused line. A detailed theoretical discussion about the wave propagation through two crossed MLLs can be found elsewhere [15]. Here we present new simulation results.
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic drawing of the wavefronts after one MLL. Only first few orders are shown. (b) The simulated intensity distribution on the common focal plane of a pair of crossed MLLs. The dimensions of the image are 45 x 45 µm². The point focus is located at the center.

The MLLs under consideration correspond to the ones used at a photon energy of 19.5 KeV, as described in the following section. In Fig. 1(b) we depict the intensity distribution in the focal plane of the first order for both MLLs. The intense point at the center of Fig. 1 is the 2D focus formed by a pair of MLLs, waves (−1, −1). There are crossed lines dividing the diffraction patterns into four quadrants, which correspond to line foci from two cylindrical waves diffracted by one of the MLLs but transmitting through the other MLL (waves (−1,0) and (0,-1)). It should be noted that the crossed lines also contain waves with other combinations, such as (−1, +1), (+1, −1), (−1, −2), (−1, −3), (−2, −1), (−3, −1)… etc. The broken spacing separating the line foci from the point focus is due to the fact that partial MLLs are used, and have no diffracting structure for the lower spatial frequencies. Diffracted waves corresponding to unfocused or diverging waves are found in the four quadrants. The upper right quadrant corresponds mostly to undiffracted beam (0, 0), with the dark band in the
vertical direction representing the fraction of the incident beam diffracted into the horizontal focusing first order, i.e. extinction in the part of the MLL where the Bragg condition is satisfied. The effect is not apparent in the other direction because the vertical MLL diffracts much less dynamically. The lower right and upper left quadrants corresponds mostly to vertically diverging and horizontally diverging cylinder waves, with the dark lines corresponding to extinction in the 0th order from one MLL. The lower left quadrant corresponds to the diverging spherical wavefront after diffraction by both MLLs. Because the Bragg condition is satisfied for the focusing orders, the intensity for the positive (diverging) order is very low. In general, an OSA is placed around the focal spot to block all diffraction orders other than the focused beam (wave ($-1, -1$)). For the out-of plane geometry we choose, this is not required if, as in our case, an isolated small object is chosen as the test pattern.
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**Fig. 2.** a) The measured far field diffraction pattern from a pair of crossed MLLs and b) the corresponding simulation. A cross beamstop blocking the direct beam and two line foci is used in both graphs.

For a comparison with the experiment, we show both the measured (Fig. 2(a)) and the simulated (Fig. 2(b)) far field diffraction patterns. A cross-shaped beamstop is utilized to block the direct beam and two line foci. The far field image depicts complex patterns resulting from interference between different diffraction orders. The intensity distribution in the lower left quadrant corresponds to the wave ($-1, -1$), i.e. corresponds to the point focus shown in Fig. 1, while these in other quadrants from other diffraction orders. The asymmetry of the pattern arises from the tilted geometry, i.e., the negative first order for focusing is enhanced while diverging orders are suppressed. One may notice that there are additional features in the measured image as compared to the simulated one. They may be caused by imperfection of the lens, non plane-wave illumination or misalignment. In order to do a quantitative analysis, a wavefield reconstruction by phase retrieval techniques will be necessary [16].

### 3. Experiment and results

For two-dimensional focusing, the wave ($-1,-1$), as discussed above, is used. To achieve a two-dimensional focus, we mounted two MLLs with different focal lengths in a prototype MLL microscope and aligned them to have the same focal plane. Figure 3(a) shows the required degrees for alignment for the two MLLs. The MLL used for horizontal focusing (hMLL) is the same at two different energies. It consists of 1588 alternating WSi$_2$ and Si layers with layer thicknesses ranging from 25 nm to 5 nm and a total deposition thickness of 13.4 μm. This structure corresponds to 40% of the acceptance of an equivalent full structure, with a diffraction-limited resolution of 12.5 nm. It has a focal length of 1.6 mm at 12 keV (wavelength $\lambda = 0.103$ nm) and 2.6 mm at 19.5 keV (wavelength $\lambda = 0.064$ nm). The MLL used for vertical focusing (vMLL) at 12 keV consists of 2579 alternating WSi$_2$ and Si layers with layer thicknesses ranging from 25 nm to 5 nm and a total deposition thickness of 21.5 μm.
μm. The structure has an acceptance of 40% of the full structure as well, and a diffraction limited resolution of 12.5 nm. Its focal length at 12 keV is 2.6 mm, providing a gap of 1 mm between hMLL and vMLL to allow alignment in angle and position, and yielding a working distance of 1.6 mm. For the vertical focusing at a photon energy of 19.5 keV, we used an MLL with a total of 728 alternating WSi$_2$ and Si layers with layer thicknesses ranging from 30 nm to 10 nm and a total deposition thickness of 12.4 μm. The structure has an acceptance of 40% of the full structure, and a diffraction limited resolution of 25 nm. Its focal length at 19.5 keV is 4.7 mm.

Fig. 3. a) Degrees of freedom for motion required for aligning two crossed MLLs for 2D focusing. b) 3D model of the MLL positioner. The top and bottom parts provide the degrees of freedom needed to align two MLLs for 2D focusing. The incident radiation is along the z axis. For clarity, the sample stage is not shown.

In order to obtain a point focus at the same focal plane, the two lenses have to be fully aligned, i.e., they have to individually meet the Bragg condition and have to be spaced along the optical axis by the difference in focal length. We have developed a MLL-based microscope that is capable of providing the degrees of freedom required for alignment of two MLLs with respect to the incoming x-rays at the required high mechanical stability [17, 18]. Specimen positioning is achieved with commercial flexure-based sample scanners. The MLL positioner is depicted in Fig. 3(b). It consists of two sets of manipulators. The lower set of manipulators, used for the upstream vMLL, has a unique nested flexural bearing structure. It consists of a U-shaped base frame for $y$ and $\theta_y$ motions, and a 4-bar flexural bearing structure for $x$ and $\theta_x$ motions. The stage is attached to a base linear motor for $z$ motion. The upper set of manipulators, used for the downstream hMLL, consists of a carriage driven by two linear stages for $z$ and $\theta_y$ motions, and a linear stage attached to the carriage for $x$ motion. The flexure design ensures a high stiffness to achieve the long-term mechanical stability required for nanometer resolution. A vibration test shows that the apparatus does not amplify the vibration from the mounting base [17]. The eight degrees of freedom allow the alignment of both MLLs to the correct Bragg angle, focusing of each MLL into the same focal plane, and lateral alignment on the center of the incident x-ray beam.

The experiment was conducted at beamline 26-ID at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. Photon energies of 12 keV and 19.5 keV, respectively, were chosen using a double crystal monochromator with an angular stability of ~0.2 μrad. Monochromatic beam was apertured by a pair of slits with a size of $15 \times 22$ μm$^2$ at 12 keV and $15 \times 15$ μm$^2$ at 19.5 keV. As a first step, each MLL was aligned individually. This involves lateral positioning into the incident x-ray beam, and tilting the MLL to the proper Bragg angle. We have measured the individual focusing efficiency of each MLL, as well as the net efficiency. Figure 4 shows the zero order transmission vs. lens position at two different tilting angles; on the Bragg condition (squares) and off the Bragg condition (circles). The difference in transmission for the two curves corresponds to the diffraction extinction, and is
approximately equivalent to the focusing efficiency of the lens, since most of the diffracted intensity goes to the primary focusing order [10]. At a photon energy of 12 keV, the measured individual efficiency was 10% and 20% for vMLL and hMLL, respectively. This corresponds to a net efficiency of 2% for the 2D focusing configuration, and a focused flux of $6 \times 10^6$ photons/sec. The focused flux is currently limited by the small acceptance of the optics, which captures 2% of the coherent flux. The relatively low efficiency at 12 keV is due to strong absorption at the low energy as well as a non-optimum section depth of the lens. Theoretically, over 4% 2D efficiency can be achieved. By fabricating an MLL with an acceptance corresponding to the lateral coherence length of 120 micrometers at 12 keV, an additional factor 50 in focused flux could be obtained. At a photon energy of 19.5 keV, the measured net efficiency was 17% (46% for vMLL and 37% for hMLL), which is far beyond what Fresnel zone plates can achieve today at this energy. Currently, zone plates with a diffraction-limited focus of 30 nm can achieve an efficiency of 1 - 2% at photon energy of 10 keV, and less at higher energies [19].

After alignment of the MLLs, we positioned a test pattern into the focused beam to quantify the spatial resolution. The object imaged is a gold pattern fabricated by a lift-off lithography method offering various feature sizes from 200 nm down to 50 nm. The thickness of the gold film is about 100 nm. Figure 5(a) is the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the grating. The narrowest four lines in both directions have line/space widths of 50 nm. Figure 5(b) and 5(c) are the x-ray scanning images, where the intensity corresponds to the L$_{\beta}$ line of Au. As one can see from the fluorescence mapping, gratings are clearly resolved in both directions, indicating a resolution much better than 50 nm.
In order to quantify the resolution, a line scan across an isolated 50-nm line was fitted by the convolution of the focus profile and a square function of width 50 nm. For simplicity, we assume that the focus profile can be represented by multi-Gaussian peaks. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the fitted focus profile and the fitting to the experimental data in each direction based on a non-linear least-square fitting algorithm [20]. Utilizing the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the focus, we obtain a resolution of 25 nm in horizontal and 27 nm in vertical directions at a photon energy of 12 keV. We also conducted the experiment at 19.5 keV. Utilizing the similar method, we obtained 25 nm in the horizontal direction and 40 nm in the vertical direction at 19.5 keV (note the vMLL used at this energy is different). The result is not shown here. Lastly, we found that the overall stability of the MLL-based microscope was excellent, with no observable degradation of focusing performance over 72 hours after the optics were aligned.

The nanofocusing capability that we experimentally demonstrated has immediate applications to many scientific areas. For example, imaging at the nanometer scale of spatial heterogeneities in real catalysts is essential to understand the diffusion of reactants and reaction products within the porous catalyst crystals or grains of sub-micrometer dimensions [21]. Nanoscale x-ray probe provides an ideal tool for nondestructive, label-free chemical imaging of catalytic solids. In biology, imaging trace metal in cells via x-ray fluorescence is of great interest [22]. Furthermore, broad classes of energy materials are based on thin films, where spatial inhomogeneities and local strain may play an important role in the properties of these materials.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated focusing of hard x-rays to a 2D focus of 25 nm horizontal × 27 nm vertical FWHM at a photon energy of 12 keV, and of 25 nm horizontal × 40 nm vertical FWHM at a photon energy of 19.5 keV. We achieved a 2D focusing efficiency of 17% at 19.5 keV. We have demonstrated x-ray fluorescence microscopy of test patterns with MLL nanofocusing optics. Nanometer imaging resolution with hard x-rays has been identified as a key objective for making full use of global investments in major x-ray source facilities. With the continuing development of MLL optics [23] and related nanopositioning capabilities, focusing x-rays with high efficiency to the nanometer scale is coming within reach.
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